Flower earrings made of FIMO

4 0 MIN

Let’s get floral!
These earrings are synonymous with sunny, happy days. Elegant yet cute and feminine at the same time – the
combination has it all! These floral earrings are an absolute eye-catcher and can be used in many different ways.
Whether as a little gift for mum, a gift for a girlfriend or as a new piece of jewellery for your own jewellery box – they
are always the perfect choice and ideal for any occasion.

An article by Karina

Step-by-step tutorial

1
These pretty flower-designed earrings require three
different FIMO soft colours: pink grapefruit, morning
breeze and pistachio nut.
Cut half a strip from each colour. You need a strip of
morning breeze. Now knead each colour individually with
your hands until it is nice and soft. Take the ear hangers
and fill out the shape provided with FIMO soft morning
breeze.

2
Roll the rest of the FIMO morning breeze mass into an
even string and divide it into 10 equal pieces. Shape a
small ball from each of the 10 pieces.

3
To shape the leaves of the flowers, you can cut small
pieces from the FIMO soft pistachio nut mass, shape into
a droplet and carefully flatten it between your fingers.

4
To shape the petals, take the pre-made small balls and
the modelling tool, which has five edges.
Press the modelling tool into your balls to create the
basic shape of the petals.

5
Take the cutter and cut vertically into the flower along the
line. Repeat this step for all five lines of your flowers.

6
Gently press the petals apart with the modelling tool to
create a flower.

7
Now use the beading needle to first place the leaves and
then the flowers in a circle on the basic shape of the
earrings, press them on well and paint the end of the
attached part onto the FIMO base sheet.
If there are empty spaces, you can add more leaves in
the places you want to cover. If the flowers are too far
apart, you can use the beading needle to align them.

8
Take the pink grapefruit FIMO mixture, form 10 small
balls from it and place them in the middle of each flower
with the beading needle.
Now harden your earrings in the oven for 30 minutes at
110°C / 230°F top and bottom heat. Let everything cool
down well. Done!

Material overview

What you need
Product

Article no.

FIMO® soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product pink
grapefruit

8020-T20

1

FIMO® soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product morning
breeze

8020-T30

1

FIMO® soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product pistachio nut

8020-T50

1

FIMO® 8700 04 Blades - Blistercard with mixed blade set, 3 pieces (1 rigid,
1 flexible and 1 serrated blade), 2 rubber grips

8700 04

1

FIMO® 8712 20 Bead piercing needles - Blistercard containing 50 bead
piercing pins

8712 20

1

FIMO® 8711 Modelling tools - Wallet containing 4 different modelling tools

8711 WP4-2

1

Additionally required:
2x ear hanger earring blanks with trough, Cleaning sponge
,

Quantity

